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What is Ontology?
• A discipline of Philosophy -Meta-physics dates back to Artistotle
• Meta (after) + physica (physical, real) -Ontology dates back to 17th century
• Ontos (that which exists) + logos (knowledge of) • As in TorONTO, ONTario, ON TOp -The science of what is (in the universe) -"One universe, One ontology" • Quine, 1969: "To exist is to be the value of a quantified variable"
• Borrowed by AI community -McCarthy (1980) calls for "a list of things that exist" -Specify all the kinds of things that can be the values of variables
• Evolution of meaning in CS -Now refers to domain modeling, conceptual modeling, knowledge engineering, etc.
• Note: not a "new name for an old thing" 6
What is an Ontology?
• Poor definition:
"Specification of a conceptualization" [Gruber, 1993] • Better:
"Description of the kinds of entities there are and how they are related."
• Good ontologies should provide:
-Meaning -Organization -Taxonomy -Agreement -Common Understanding -Vocabulary -Connection to the "real world"
What is an Ontology? 
Which one is better? 
T-Series
Approach
• Draw fundamental notions from Philosophy • Establish a set of useful meta-properties, based on behavior wrt above notions • Explore the way these meta-properties combine to form relevant property kinds • Explore the constraints imposed by these property kinds.
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Essence and Rigidity
• Certain entities have essential properties.
-Hammers must be hard.
-John must be a person.
• Certain properties are essential to all their instances (compare being a person with being hard).
• These properties are rigid -if an entity is ever an instance of a rigid property, it must always be.
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Formal Rigidity
-e.g. Student, Agent
Identity and Unity
• Identity: is this my dog?
• Unity: is the collar part of my dog?
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Identity criteria
• Classical formulation:
• Generalization:
• In most cases, Γ is based on the sameness of certain characteristic features:
Γ(x,y, t ,t') = ∀z (χ(x,z,t) ∧ χ(y,z,t'))
A Stronger Notion: Global ICs
• Local IC:
φ(x,t) ∧ φ(y,t') → (Γ(x,y,t,t') ↔ x = y)
• Global IC (rigid properties only):
Identity meta-properties
• Supplying (global) identity (+O) -Having some "own" IC that doesn't hold for a subsuming property
• Carrying (global) identity (+I)
-Having an IC (either own or inherited)
• Not carrying (global) identity (-I)
Unity Criteria
• An object x is a whole under ω iff ω is an equivalence relation that binds together all the parts of x, such that P(y,x) → (P(z,x) ↔ ω(y,z)) but not ω(y,z) ↔ ∃x(P(y,x) ∧ P(z,x))
• P is the part-of relation • ω can be seen as a generalized indirect connection 26
Unity Meta-Properties
• If all instances of a property φ are wholes under the same relation, φ carries unity (+U) • When at least one instance of φ is not a whole, or when two instances of φ are wholes under different relations, φ does not carry unity (-U) • When no instance of φ is a whole, φ carries anti-unity (~U)
Property Dependence
• Does a property holding for x depend on something else besides x? (property dependence) • AKA: Is-a, a-kind-of, specialization-of, subclass (Brachman, 1983) -"horse is a mammal"
• Capitalizes on general knowledge -Helps deal with complexity, structure -Reduces requirement to acquire and represent redundant specifics
• What does it mean?
Every instance of the subclass is necessarily an instance of the superclass
The Backbone Taxonomy 
